
By replacing cascade converters with four 
ACS 5000 variable speed drives featur-
ing ABB’s IGCTs to control the speed of 
induced draft (ID) fans at the Saraburi 
cement plant, Siam City Cement Com-
pany (SCCC), Thailand’s second-largest 
cement producer, has made energy sav-
ings of $250,000 a year. 
The drives, each rated at 2.5 megawatt (MW), 
control the flow rate of hot gases from the 
kiln to a series of cyclone chambers in a 
preheater tower designed to preheat the 
material before it enters the kiln to save 
energy. 

The ID fans are a major consumer of elec-
trical energy and were previously controlled 
by sub-synchronous cascade converters, 
which have a restricted operating range 
that limits the plant’s production capac-
ity. Here the fan’s speed was controlled 
in the range of 60 – 100 percent of their 
maximum, but using the new drives solu-
tion they could be operated across the 
full range 0 – 100 percent, offering greater 
production flexibility to the cement plant’s 
operators. (See continuation on page 6)
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Editorial

Believe it or not, it’s only a couple 
of weeks til 2013 and you are read-
ing the fourth and last ABB Semi-
conductors Newsletter in 2012. It’s 
a perfect time to review the past 
year and to have a look into 2013 
and beyond. Read about Jürgen 
Bernauer’s first impressions as the 
new Managing Director of ABB 
Semiconductors and his view into 
the future on page 2. 
The cover story in this issue shows 
the cost- and energy saving ben-
efits an ABB customer gained by 
replacing high maintenance cas-
cade converters with four ACS 
5000 medium-voltage drives in his 
cement plant in Thailand. Important 
to note: the MVDs feature ABB 
Semiconductors’ 4.5kV IGCTs! 
As you can see, the focus in this 
issue is on Bipolar and introduces 
ABB’s High Power Technology 
(HPT), the latest HPT-IGCTs and 
medium-voltage drives on pages 4 
and 5.
You’ll also find information updates 
on products in the pipeline, newly 
qualified products, phased-out and 
obsolete products on pages 3 and 4.

I would like to take this opportunity 
to thank you all for the good col-
laboration in 2012. 
I look forward to working closely 
with you again in 2013.

The Newsletter team wishes you a 
very Merry Christmas and a Happy 
and prosperous New Year!

Yours, Christoph Holtmann

Christoph Holtmann,
Head of Marketing and Product Management

Dear Readers,
It’s a pleasure to have the opportunity to report on my first 
impressions as the new Managing Director of ABB Semi-
conductors. Let’s start with ABB’s long-term commitment to 
Semiconductors. In 2012, two large investment projects in 
our manufacturing locations in Lenzburg and Prague have 
been finalized. After struggling during 2005-2011 to cope with 

increasing market demand, we are now in a position to serve our customers much 
better. And this goes along with a record low on quality issues confirmed by several 
audits by key customers in 2012. The whole Semiconductors team in Switzerland 
and Czech Republic is doing a great job!
I have also had the opportunity to visit our customers in the US, China, Japan, Ko-
rea, India and Germany. The overall feedback on ABB is positive and the customers 
appreciate our investment. During these customer meetings, three key questions 
came up. 
First, our customers want to know about ABB’s Technology Roadmap. Second, I’ve 
been asked about ABB’s future in the Bipolar business. Third, our customers asked 
my opinion about the market. Let me share my responses with you. ABB is cur-
rently investing more than 6% annually in semiconductor technology development. 
This helps us to serve our customers with new products and fulfill their needs in 
reliability and technical performance. We are driving innovations in Bipolar and IGBT 
technology to increase the efficiency and develop new solutions/applications with 
our customers to improve their competitiveness. Bipolar devices and technology 
(Thyristor, GTO, Diode, IGCT) is, and will remain in the future, a fundamental pillar of 
our business. There is a huge installed base in the market and we want to give our 
customers a long-term delivery commitment.
My view of the global high power semiconductor market is two-fold. The long-term 
outlook for the high power semiconductor industry is positive. Short-term, the 
market has slowed as business investment has become more cautious and market 
visibility has deteriorated due to economic uncertainty in the US, China and Europe. 
After a booming period with customers asking for long-term contracts, customers 
are now asking for a quick response time to inquiries. 
Over the past few months, I have had many interesting meetings with the teams 
working in our business unit. They all have “semiconductor blood”, brilliant ideas, 
understand our customers’ needs and they like to work for us. This gives me a 
good feeling about a bright future with our customers!
Please don’t hesitate to contact me directly at juergen.bernauer@ch.abb.com.
 
Sincerely,

Jürgen Bernauer
Managing Director ABB Switzerland Ltd, Semiconductors

Jürgen Bernauer 
Review and outlook
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Products in the pipeline 
BiMOS and Bipolar

2.5kV IGBT : 
 – Higher Tvj(op) up to 150°C possible
 – More current up to 1500A
 – Suitable applications : Diesel Loco-

motives, Wind Power

5.5kV Diode
 – Alloyed technology with excellent 

surge current ratings
 – Operating temperature from -40°C up 

to 190°C
 – Reduced clamping force require-

ments due to smaller diode diameter
 – Suitable applications: Industry, Traction

3

Part Nr. Voltage Current Configuration Housing Samples

5SLY 76/86M1202 1200V 300A Diode Dies WD, SWD Available

5SNA 1500E250300 2500V 1500A Single IGBT HiPak2 Available

5SDF 20L4520 4500V 2010A Fast Recovery Diode L Housing Available

5SDF 28L4520 4500V 2750A Fast Recovery Diode L Housing Available

5SDD 55L5500 5500V 5500A Rectifier Diode L Housing Contact factory

Product features In 2002, Mr. Xiang Jie founded Beijing 
Sunking, to become a distributor of ABB 
Semiconductors products in Mainland 
China. Within a few years of operation, the 
company managed to win new custom-
ers in almost every part of the country, and 
expanded the product portfolio by adding 
more products from different suppliers. In 
addition to Power Semiconductors, Cur-
rent and Voltage Sensors from ABB France, 
Gate Drivers from Concept CT, High Cur-
rent Sensors from Dynamp and fuses from 
Cooper Busman were added to Sunking’s 
distribution business. Beijing Sunking built 
up relationships to over 600 customers in 
more than 30 provinces, including large 
players like state-owned railway groups 
CSR and CNR, China Electric Power Re-
search Institute (CEPRI) and State Grid. 
The fast growth of China’s power, railway 
and industry sectors has allowed Sunking 
to increase the sales volume at a record-
breaking pace and become the largest 
distributor of ABB Semiconductors world-
wide. Close cooperation with universities 
and domestic and international partners al-
lowed Sunking to develop its own products. 
Today, Beijing Sunking is part of Sun.King 
Power Electronics Group Limited, a group 
of companies with over 600 employees, 
among whom 10 have doctor’s degree, 
80 have master’s degree, and 40% are 
university graduates, and annual revenues 
of nearly 1 billion RMB. The products from 
own R&D and production include: High volt-
age power capacitors, laminated busbars, 
high voltage static VAR compensator (SVC), 
high power rectifiers, anode saturable 
reactors (ASR), water cooling systems and 
online monitoring systems for power equip-
ment.
On 13 October 2010, Sun.King Group was 
successfully listed on the Hong Kong Stock 
Exchange, tapping into the international 
capital market. 
We want thank our ABB colleagues for their 
support and we look forward to continued 
successful business cooperation.

Portrait:
ABB Distributor
Sunking Power
Electronics Group Ltd. 

New qualified products 
BiMOS and Bipolar

400V Welding Diodes: 
 – 400V Welding Diodes:
 – Tvj up to 190°C. 
 – Designed for frequencies up to 10 kHz
 – Suitable applications: Welding

1.7kV IGBT and Diode set:
 – Higher Tvj(op) up to 150°C possible
 – Suitable applications: Low Voltage   

Drives, Wind Power

3.3kV IGBT:
 – Higher Tvj(op) up to 150°C possible
 – In HiPak2 and HiPak1 sizes together 

with Dual Diode modules
 – Suitable applications: Electric Loco-

motives, Highspeed Trains, EMUs 
and Medium Voltage Drives

4.5kV Dual Diode:
 – 1200A Dual Diode
 – Suitable for Wind Power Converters

Part Nr. Voltage Current Configuration Housing

5SDF 63B0400 400V 6266 Welding Diodes B

5SDF 63X0400 400V 6266 Welding Diodes X

5SDF 90Z0400 400V 9041 Welding Diodes Housingless

5SDF 0102C0400 400V 10159 Welding Diodes C

5SDF 0103Z0400 400V 10266 Welding Diodes Housingless

5SDF 0131Z0400 400V 13058 Welding Diodes Housingless

5SLD 1200J450350 4500V 1200 Dual Diode HiPak1

5SLY 76/86E-J1700 1700V 50A-150A Diode Dies WD, SWD

5SMY 76/86G-K1721 1700V 50A-100A IGBT Dies WD, SWD

5SNG 0250P330305 3300V 2x250A Half Bridge HiPak0

Product features
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Material Last Deliveries

5SHX 26L4510 March 2013

5SHX 19L6010 March 2013

5SHY 35L4510 March 2013

5SHY 35L4512 March 2013

5SNA 1500E330300 April 2013

5SNA 1500E330300 December 2012

5SNG 0250P330300 April 2013

Material Replaced by

5SMX 76D1264 na

5SMX 76E1264 5SMX 76E1280

5SMX 86E1264 5SMX 86E1280

5SMX 86E1274 5SMX 86E1280

5SMY 12M6500 5SMY 12M6501

5SMY 12N4500 5SMY 12N4501

Obsolete products
BiMOS and Bipolar 

Lead Time Indicator
The table below shows our approximate 
current lead times. A detailed Lead 
Time Indicator was sent to our official 
distributors a few days ago. At the cur-
rent time, it is rather difficult to provide 
general lead times for the different 
product families, as, e.g. the medium 
frequency thyristors’ general lead time 
today is 12 to 14 weeks, whereas the 
standard PCT’s general lead time is still 
4 to 6 weeks.

 – PCTs 4-10 weeks *
 – Diodes 4-10 weeks *
 – Welding Diodes 3-8 weeks *
 – IGCTs 5-8 weeks *
 – GTOs 4-8 weeks *
 – HiPaks 6-8 weeks 

 (for deliveries after  
 1Q13, lead time  
 may be shorter)*

 – IGBT &  2 weeks (<1kpcs) *
Diode Dies    10 weeks (<25kpcs) *

* The lead times above are estimates 
and are not guaranteed. For exact lead 
times, please contact your ABB Semi-
conductors sales contact or our local 
distributor.
 

Phased-out products 
BiMOS and Bipolar 

Process change notifications
PCN Nr. Part Nr. Subject Deadline for acceptance

PCT 12-05 5STP 16F2800 Data sheet revision July 2012

PCT 12-06 5STP 03D6500  Data sheet revision July 2012 

 5STP 03X6500 

 5STP 08F6500 

 5STP 08G6500 

 5STP 12K6500  

PCD 12-01  5SDD 51L2800   Change of test equipment Due in October 2012

 5SDD 60N2800 

 5SDD 60Q2800 

 5SDD 54N4000 

 5SDD 33L5500 

 5SDD 50N5500 

IGBT 12-06 HiPak 4.5kV PSG process qualification End of September 2012

IGBT 12-07 HiPak 3.3kV SPT PSG process qualification End of September 2012

Application in focus
Medium-Voltage AC Drives
Medium voltage variable speed drives 
(MVDs) are used for a wide range of 
industrial applications, such as cement, 
mining and minerals, water, metals, ma-
rine as well as for chemical, oil and gas 
industries. They are used to adapt the 
motor speed and torque to the actual 
need, thus optimizing energy consump-
tion and reducing CO2 emissions.
Medium voltage AC drives are available 
in a variety of arrangements for con-
trolling asynchronous or synchronous 
motors. For example, asynchronous mo-
tors are typically controlled by Voltage 
Source Inverters (VSI) or Current Source 
Inverters (CSI). Synchronous motors are 
typically controlled by Load Commutat-
ed Inverters (LCI) or Cyclo-Converters. 
The drives are normally in the power 

range 315 to 5’000 kW in voltages 2.3, 
3.3, 4.16 and 6 to 6.9kV.
There are two types of high power semi-
conductors used in MVDs: IGBTs (Insu-
lated Gate Bipolar Transistor) and IGCTs 
(Integrated Gate Commutated Thyris-
tor). Many modern MVDs use the IGCT, 
which is an ideal switch for high-pow-
ered medium voltage applications. The 
use of IGCTs results in low parts count, 
providing an efficient and reliable drive. 
Modern MVD designs using IGCTs do 
not require any medium voltage power 
fuses, which are known to be unreliable, 
costly and subject to aging. MVDs using 
reliable IGCTs provide faster and better 
protection for the power components. 

ABB’s ACS 1000 drives’ well proven three-level inverter, without series or parallel connected power 
semiconductors, is one of the simplest, most robust and efficient drive topologies featuring IGCTs.

ACS 1000 converter

ACS 1000i converter with integrated input transformer
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The IGCT is a well-known and preferred 
semiconductor switch for handling very 
high power. The demanding applications 
range from industrial drives (tens of MW) 
to track-side supply, power quality and 
wind power.  
The high power handling capability of a 
modern IGCT is due to its low losses, 
high load cycling capability and high 
current turn-off capability. HPT (High 
Power Technology) was developed by 
ABB and enables the highest turn-off 
capability. The HPT-IGCTs are available 
in voltage classes 4.5, 5.5 and 6.5 kV 
in the “L” size housing. All three can be 
optimized for lower on-state or lower 
switching losses by lifetime adjustment.  
The heart of HPT is the corrugated p-
base. In conventional IGCT devices, the 
p-base has the same doping concentra-
tion and junction depth over the whole 
wafer area. The p-base is formed by im-
plantation and drive-in of dopants.  With 
HPT, the implantation dose is locally 
varied by photolithography: less doping 
beneath the cathode segments, more 
doping elsewhere. The resulting undula-
tion in the p-base leads to the desired 
beneficial shaping of the current during 
turn-off. This enables the increased cur-
rent turn-off capability. 
In addition to the wafer, the gate-unit 
has also been redesigned. Improve-
ments to the gate-unit include the use 
of capacitors with extended lifetime and 
an increase in the parallel connection of 
the turn-off channel by increasing the 
number of MOSFET switches. 
The converter power rating is mainly 
limited by the on-state and turn-off 
losses of the IGCT compared to the 
cooling power on one hand, and the 
current turn-off capability on the other 
hand. Further, the current market trend 
of operating the semiconductor device 
at a higher temperature enables a higher 
power rating of the converters. All three 
benefits are combined in our newest 
technology development: HPT+ offering 
lower losses, increased turn-off capabil-
ity at high temperatures and increased 
maximum junction temperature.

Technology in focus
High Power  
Technology

Product in focus
HPT-IGCT
The IGCT (Integrated Gate-Commutated Thyristor), first introduced about 15 years 
ago, has established itself as a preferred technology for controlling very high power. 
The demanding applications range from industrial drives and track-side supply to 
power quality and high-current breakers. The IGCT is available as reverse conduct-
ing with an integrated free-wheeling diode and as asymmetric. The original IGCTs, 
as well as most devices produced today, use a flat p-base.  Recently, a new family 
of IGCTs referred to as HPT-IGCT, using a corrugated p-base, has been developed 
and is steadily increasing in market share due to its increased turn-off capability.
 
The first HPT-IGCT device was the asymmetric 4500V (5SHY 55L4500) released 
in 2009. In 2010, the asymmetric 6500V (5SHY 42L6500) followed, and in 2012, 
another asymmetric device rated at 5500V (5SHY 50L5500) was released. All HPT-
IGCTs use the same package, see figure 1, with a copper pole piece diameter of 85 mm.
 
The main advantages of the device lie in its thyristor-like on-state, with excellent 
possibilities for engineering the trade-off between on-state and turn-off losses, its 
rugged mechanical design and good thermal coupling to the cooler. For this reason, 
it is, and continues to be, the preferred choice for many manufacturers of very large 
power inverters. Other requirements for applications such as breakers for large 
currents can only be met using the low on-state of the IGCT. Since the power rating 
is, to a large extent, determined by the on-state losses, this feature also makes the 
IGCT an interesting option for multi-level inverters.

The HPT-IGCT, consisting of a silicon switch in a hermetic ceramic housing on the right, closely 
coupled to the gate driving circuit on the left. 
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New Product  
Manager BiMOS

We are pleased 
to announce the 
appointment of 
Raffael Schnell as 
Product Manager 
BiMOS for ABB 
Semiconductors, 
effective February 1, 
2013.

Raffael has been with ABB Semiconduc-
tors since 1996 and has worked in the 
areas of Testing, Quality, Application, 
Sales and Development.
We wish Raffael success and fulfillment 
in his new role.

Note 
We reserve all rights in this document and in the
subject matter and illustrations contained therein.
Any reproduction, disclosure to third parties or
utilization of its contents – in whole or in parts – is
forbidden without prior written consent of ABB AG.
Copyright© 2012 ABB
All rights reserved

For more information please contact:

ABB Switzerland Ltd 
Semiconductors
Fabrikstrasse 3
5600 Lenzburg, Switzerland 
Phone: +41 58 586 1419 
Fax: +41 58 586 1306 
E-Mail: abbsem@ch.abb.com

www.abb.com/semiconductors
m.abb.com

Operational costs of the plant were also affected by the age of the cascade con-
verters since the carbon brushes on the machines needed replacing every few 
months and spare parts were becoming scarce. To replace the brushes, regular 
shut downs were required to ensure the cascade converters could maintain opera-
tion 24 hours a day to fulfill the continuous cement production requirements of the 
plant. These shut down periods involved switching off the kiln, which cost several 
thousand dollars a time. 

 – Bodo’s Power Systems, March 2012 
“The Next Generation Chipset Technologies for Higher Operating Temperatures”

 – Bodo’s Power Systems, May 2012 (PCIM Issue)  
“Fast recovery diodes for demanding IGCT applications”

 – E&E Faszination Elektronik, June 2012, Im Rampenlicht
 – Power Electronic Europe, July/August 2012, “Past, present and future of  

HPT-IGCT”
 – Bodo’s Power Systems, September 2012 

“High Current Rectifier Diodes for Welding Applications”
 – New Product Catalogue 2013.  

Release date: January
 – Newsletter 1/13, March 2013

ABB drives increase cement plant  
production and efficiency (cont.)

Publications calendar

Motor and preheater ID fan at Siam City Cement’s Saraburi cement plant.

The immediate effect of installing ABB’s ACS 5000 variable speed drives on the 
plant was that annual energy costs were significantly reduced resulting from a 2,500 MWh 
saving in electricity consumption per year, which reduced CO2 emissions per year 
by about a 1,250 tons. Furthermore, lower maintenance and greater reliability 
reduced the number of required plant shut downs and, due to the removal of slip 
rings on the existing wound rotor motors, which were no longer required, further 
maintenance cost reductions could be made. In addition, ACS 5000 variable speed 
drives feature a ride-through function, enabling the drives to operate continuously 
even during prolonged network supply voltage fluctuations, which also helps the 
plant improve its production capacity. Read more about IGCT on pages 4 and 5.


